
Science English Mathematics

In science this term we will be focusing on magnets 

and forces.  We will be developing our 

understanding of what a force is, thinking about 

force being another word for the pull or push 

action that makes things move or changes the 

motion of an object. Everything around us and in 

the universe works on the concept of force. 

In English we will be sharing a whole class book 

based in the Roman era which follows the journey of 

a young girl through the different countries in the 

empire.  We will also be reading a range of texts, 

both fiction and non-fiction to develop our 

understanding of the history of this period, but also 

genre and grammar.  

We will be focusing this term on number, place value, 

moving on to addition and subtraction.

We will be ensuring a solid foundation of number sense 

and fluency in key number facts, counting forwards and 

backwards in different steps, recalling our bonds to and 

within 20, learning and recalling our times tables and 

comparing numbers to one another, showing an 

awareness of place value.

Humanities Creative Arts

In history we will be looking at the Romans, their 

origins, geography, the rise and demise of their 

empire and, in particular, how the Roman empire 

affected life in Britain during its time here.  We will 

use a range of resources, including books, online 

materials and a school visit to deepen and extend 

our understanding.

In art we will be using a range of drawing and painting 

techniques to create images similar to those painted as 

frescoes on the walls of Roman buildings.                                                                     

In DT we will be designing, making and evaluating simple 

catapults similar to those used by the Romans.

PE and Games RE and RSHE Computing

In PE we will be focusing on invasion games, team 

skills, ball skills and hand eye co-ordination.  We 

will do this through a range of skills based activities 

and team games.

In RSHE this term we will be thinking about being me 

in our community.  Working through ways to support 

one another, show understanding and work well as a 

team.                                                                 In RE this 

term we will be looking at Genesis and the Creation 

story, we look at the bible story and from the view of 

modern Christianity in a climate of scientific 

understanding.

In computing this term we will be learning toabout how 

networks and the internet work.  We will be learning 

about  the concept of networks, learning how devices 

communicate. Identifying components, learning how 

information is shared and exploring examples of real-

world networks.
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Key Topic Vocabulary Key Maths Vocabulary

Amphitheatre - A place where Romans went to watch animals and people fighting Digit – any of the numerals from 0-9.

Aqueduct - A system of pipes and channels which brings clean water into towns Place value – what a digit is worth, depending on whether it is in the Ones, Tens or 

Hundreds column within a number.
Ballista - Catapult resembling a very large crossbow Addition – calculating the total of two or more numbers.

Basilica - A large building where town business was carried out (like a modern Town 

Hall)

Subtraction – taking one number or amount away from another number or amount.

Caldarium - Hot room in a bath-suite Formal methods – using written column addition and subtraction.

Cavalry - Soldiers who fight on horseback Represent – show or give an example of something.

Chariot - Cart with two wheels pulled by horses. Romans raced chariots, and Celtic 

warriors rode into battle on them.
Forum - Open space in the middle of a town for markets and meeting people (like a 

market square) Key English vocabulary

Frigidarium - Cold room in a bath-suite, normally a cold plunge pool Sentence – A set of words that make a complete statement, question, command or 

exclamation. 
Gaul - The Roman name for what is now France, Belgium and Holland. Capital letter – Used at the beginning of a new sentence or a proper noun.

Gladiator - A slave trained to fight other gladiators or animals in amphitheatres.
Full stop – Used to mark the end of a complete sentence.

Hypocaust - Roman central heating - It works by hot air flowing through gaps between 

walls and flooring
Question mark – Used to mark the end of a sentence that is a question. 

Lares - Household gods Noun – aword for a thing, place or person - Eg. pen, Mrs Duly, love (actual names  of people 

and places are called Proper Nouns).
Latin - The language spoken and written by the Romans Verb – an action word (also called a ‘doing’ word) Eg. Laugh.

Legend - A story made up about people in the past. Adjective – a word that describes a noun - Eg. Funny.

Legion - A military unit of around 5000 men in strength.

Londinium - The Roman name for London.

Mosaic - A pattern made from coloured pieces of stones and pottery.

Roman - A person who lives in or comes from Rome in Italy.

Roman Governor -The ruler of Roman Britain, who worked for the Roman Emperor.

Senate - The Roman government, made up of senators.
Slave - Someone sold to another person to work for them for free. They don't have any 

rights or freedom.
Villa - A large house in the country. Some villas were farmhouses and some were like 

palaces.
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